Math (on a separate sheet of paper)

Make a measurement riddle like the one below. Choose an object in your house and either draw it, take a picture of it, or cut it out from a magazine. Your measurements could all be one unit (i.e. cm) or a combination of measurement units (i.e. kg, m, mm, etc.)

This box is ____cm high.
____mm deep, and
____cm wide. It holds
about ____pieces of cereal

Language Arts

Alan Neal, the Friday host of CBC Ottawa Morning has an assignment for us. He’d like us to think about the following question and then send him a Portable Radio P.O.V. in time for next Friday’s show.

I’d like you to answer his question on a separate sheet of paper or as a post your thoughts on MrToft.ca. I’ll then choose a couple students to record a P.O.V. early next week. While I can’t guarantee everyone will be recorded, keep in mind we plan to produce more P.O.V.’s for Ottawa Morning over the school year.

Here’s the question:

Should you always say thank you, even if you don’t appreciate it?

Think of examples when you are expected to say thank you. For example, receiving presents, someone holds a door open for you, someone cleans up after you, someone prevents you from getting hurt, etc.